Folding Foraging Pouch
A folding drawstring bag incorporated into leather outer pouch that can be attached belts or kit bags. The
pouch itself can be made from a fine soft leather or a waxed cotton, both materials that are breathable.

Instructions:
Add the belt loop (folded over) to the firm pouch cover where marked.
Add the Sam Browne or press studs to the firm leather
Take one piece of the A4 soft leather and attach the firm pouch cover piece stitching in place where
marked on the template.
Punch holes out around the top of the 2 A4 pieces.
Take the 2 x A4 sized pieces of soft fine leather or waxed cotton and hand or machine sew round the
three sides - we used blanket stitch.
Thread through the drawstring and add beads to help lock the drawstring when needed.
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Templates—Scale up by 200% or
follow the measurements listed

Soft Leather or
Waxed Canvas

Firm leather
Pouch

21.5cm x 29.5cm

10cm x 27.5cm

Firm leather
Belt Loop
3cm x 8.5cm
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Templates—Scale up by 200% or
follow the measurements listed
Firm leather

Firm leather

Belt Loop

Pouch Section

o

o

o

o

o
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Soft Leather or
Waxed Canvas
X2
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You will need:
Tools:
Knife or scissors to cut the leather
Needles and waxed thread

Stitching Chisel (or you can use an awl or the smallest hole on the rotary
punch)
Drive punch or rotary punch to punch out drawstring lace holes
Sam Browne or Line 20 Press Studs
Leather:
Soft leather—enough for 2 x A4 size eg: lambskin nappa
Firmer Leather around 1-2mm— eg stallion leather, veg tan cowhide or calf, or
finished firm calf from our pieces bags.

Shop:
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Soft Leather
Lightweight Calf
Drawstring lace

Waxed Thread
Needles
Stitching Chisel
Hole Punches
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